I. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of cardiac dynamic performances during cardiac cycles is of importance for diagnosing coronary artery diseases and exploring pathogenesis of related circulation deficits and myocardial anomalies. This complex task is commonly performed by qualified and experienced specialists through comparing the endsystolic contour with end-diastolic contour of the left ventricle (LV) and measuring the ventricular volume according to ventriculographic image sequences. However, objectivity and repeatability of this method cannot be ensured due to inter-operator and inter-subject errors. Coronary arterial vessels, spatially distributing over the myocardial surface, follow cardiac dynamic performances during cardiac cycles. Therefore, their displacements are the same as those of the associated epicardium. Extracting cardiac dynamic information can be implemented through estimating coronary arterial motion field.
X-ray coronary angiography, a catheter based imaging modality, has been widely used and taken as the goldenstandard in clinical diagnosis and interventional treatment of coronary artery diseases for decades. Coronary angiograms record projections of the vascular lumen filled with diluted radiopaque contrast medium as well as dynamic performances of arterial vessels. Furthermore, details of vascular lumens can be obtained according to the 3-D morphology reconstructed from a pair of simultaneous images acquired from nearly orthogonal views. Therefore, cardiac dynamic information can be extracted through analyzing morphological variations of projective coronary vessels or reconstructed 3-D vessels from dynamic X-ray coronary angiographic image sequences. LCA (left coronary artery) and RCA (right coronary artery) are always imaged separately in clinical cardiac intervention. Therefore, LV surface can be recovered from 3-D LCA data reconstructed from angiographic sequences and the deformation of LV can then be quantitatively estimated based on the surface model.
Since late 1980's, several cardiac researchers have devoted to analyzing coronary arterial and cardiac dynamics from angiographic sequences [1] . Several cardiac shape models based on simple surface primitives have been presented, such as sphere and cylinder [2] . However, they are too simple to describe complex cardiac performances. Coppini et al. [3] described cardiac deformation through comparing the end-diastolic with end-systolic cardiac surface recovered from 3-D coronary vessel skeletons based on spherical harmonics. However, it is rather difficult to quantitatively estimate the deformation, such as expansion, contraction, and twisting, due to representations with spherical harmonic functions. Mishra et al. [4] estimated cardiac stretching factor with 3-D Gauss curvature. However, they neglected variations of global location and orientation of the heart. Chen et al. [5] proposed to hierarchically decompose cardiac motion and deformation adopting 3-D coronary bifurcation points as sample data. Unfortunately, the number of bifurcation points extracted from in vivo angiograms is rather limited and they are sparsely distributed over the myocardiac surface. Therefore, motion estimation results from such limited data are not accurate enough. Zheng Sun is with the department of electronic and communication engineering, North China Electric Power University, Baoding 071003 P.R.China (e-mail: sunzheng_tju@163.com).
In this paper, we present a scheme to reconstruct LV surface and quantitatively estimate cardiac motion and deformation using X-ray coronary angiographic image sequences as source data. The LV surface model is constructed through fitting 3-D vessel skeletons onto a deformable model represented with an extended superquadrics (ESQ) surface. Complex cardiac dynamics are decomposed from global to local and parameters of each component are quantitatively estimated to implement comprehensive quantification of cardiac motion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the details of the proposed method are introduced in Section 2; Section 3 gives validation experiments and related results. Conclusion and summary are in Section 4.
II. METHOD
We first reconstruct skeletons of main vessel branches from a pair of nearly orthogonal coronary angiograms. Then, according to clinical observations, we decompose complex dynamic performances of the human heart during cardiac cycles into global translation, rotation, expansion, contraction, twisting and local deformations [6] . Parameters of each component are separately estimated based on non-rigid motion theory.
A. Reconstructing 3-D Vessel Skeletons from Angiograms
We adopted the top-down approach based on the snake model of Zheng et al. [7] to reconstruct skeletons of main vessel branches from the pair of angiogram sequences. The snake curve representing the vessel skeleton deforms directly in space to adjust its projections on both angiograms to the correspondent angiographic projections. The deformation is implemented by minimizing the predefined energy function. The main advantage of this method is that matching between the angiogram pair in point-by-point manner is avoided. Details of the method and related validation were described previously [7] .
B. Estimating Global Rigid Motion
In order to quantitatively estimate global rigid motion, i.e., translation displacement and rotation angle, we first build a local reference system (LRS) centered on the heart, where its origin is defined as the centroid of LCA skeletons and orientation as the principal axis of the heart.
Considering that the centroid of the non-rigid body will not change due to global and local deformation, we take the geometrical center of 3-D vessel skeleton points, (
The principal axis is defined as an axis that passes the centroid and the sum of squared distances between the axis and vessel skeleton points is minimal [5] . Suppose that the directional cosine of the principal axis is D=[α, β, γ] while the distance between the skeleton point P i (x i , y i , z i ) and the line passing P m (x m , y m , z m ) with the
Then, the directional cosine of the principal axis is the solution of the minimization of 
The eigen-vector corresponding to the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix A is the unknown D=[α, β, γ]. The eigen-vectors of A are orthogonal to each other because A is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Therefore, we take the three eigen-vectors as the coordinate axes of the LRS, where the principal axis of the heart is z-axis. As shown in Figure 1 , O w x w y w z w is the fixed imaging system coordinate system, where the origin O w is the Xray spot and z w -axis is perpendicular to the imaging plane O w x w y w . O o x o y o z o is the local reference system, where the origin O o and z o -axis are, respectively, the centroid of LCA skeleton data and principle axis of the heart. Global displacement and rotation angle over successive phases are determined according to variations of the location and orientation of the local reference systems in different cardiac phases. The global translation vector is the difference vector between centroids and the rotation matrix is the transformation matrix of the LRS from one phase to another.
C. Estimating Global Deformation
We first compensate the global rigid motion according to estimated parameters before analyzing global deformation. Consequently, the LRS at the first timepoint coincides with the one at the second time-point. Then, we transform the coordinates of 3-D vessel skeletons at the second time-point to the LRS at the first time-point. Human heart as a whole is believed to be an elastic body and its shape changes periodically over cardiac cycles. Therefore, we build a global shape model according to 3-D coronary vessel skeletons to estimate cardiac global deformations. In recent years, the deformable surface model has been widely used in the field of computer vision and image processing resulting in a globally smooth and coherent surface [8] . Especially, superquadrics (SQ) surface [9] has received more and more attentions because of its advantages of compact representation and robust recovery of 3-D objects. However, the intrinsic symmetry hampers its applications in modeling numerous real-world objects. SQ surface with simple deformations, such as tapering, twisting and bending, is still too simple to represent the complex cardiac shape. Zhou et al. [10] proposed to extend SQ with exponent functions, obtaining extend superquadrics (ESQ). The parametric and implicit definition of ESQ surface are, respectively [10] ( ) 
and
where θ and φ are longitude and latitude angles (-π/2 ≤θ≤π/2 and -π≤φ≤π); a x , a y and a z determine the size of the surface in x, y and z directions (in object-centered coordinate system); sign (x) is a sign function; exponents f 1 (θ) and f 2 (φ) are functions of θ and φ. ESQ can deform in any direction to model non-symmetric objects. The size of the coefficient set can be chosen and the number of coefficients is comparably smaller than that of other forms of surface primitives when describing complex shapes. Based on advantages of ESQ and the complex characteristic of cardiac shape and deformation, we adopt an ESQ surface to model LV. The exponent functions are represented with a Bezier curve of degree three, 
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where
(0≤t≤1) is the Bernstein polynomials of degree three and P i (i=0, 1, 2, 3) are control points. Then, 3-D vessel skeleton points at both time-points whose coordinates are based on the LRS at the first time-point are separately fitted with an ESQ surface through minimizing an error-of-fit function,
determines the position of a given point (x, y, z) relative to the surface. We adopt Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [11] to solve the non-linear least square problem of fitting ESQ surface with discrete data points. According to a priori knowledge about cardiac dynamics, the global deformation includes expansion and contraction towards three orthogonal directions as well as twisting along the long axis of the heart. Furthermore, the deformation due to expansion or contraction accounts for a commanding high percentage. We quantitatively estimate parameters depicting global deformation including scale factors in three orthogonal directions and the twisting coefficient through comparing coefficients of ESQ models at different time-points.
We estimate expansion/contraction scale factors in three orthogonal directions through comparing size coefficients of ESQ models at consecutive time-points. Suppose that size parameters of ESQs at two time-points are (a 
Expansion or contraction deformation is compensated before estimating twisting parameters. The twisting deformation is expressed as a non-uniform rotation, where one coordinate component is invariant and other two rotate around that one. For example, as shown in Figure 2 , the twisting around z-axis is described as , cos sin , ,
where (x, y, z) and (X, Y, Z) are coordinates of a point before and after twisting defined in the LRS, respectively; α is the rotation angle around z-axis; K α is the twisting parameter. 
D. Estimating Local Motion
We first compensate the global deformation for vessel skeleton points at the second time-point according to estimated parameters before analyzing local dynamic performances.
We then find correspondences of 3-D vessel skeletons over consecutive time-points through elastically registering them [12] . After global motion and deformation are compensated, differences between corresponding vessel skeleton points at consecutive timepoints are mainly due to local motion and deformation neglecting computation errors. Since coronary vessel skeleton points are sparely and biasedly distributed over the epicardial surface, local displacements should be interpolated over their neighborhood.
As shown in Figure 3 , vessel skeleton points may not be on the fitted ESQ surface. We use the radial residue distance δ between a skeleton point, P, and the surface as the fitting error. We fit the functional expression of the residue distance of each point on the ESQ surface according to radial distances between 3-D vessel skeleton points and the ESQ surface represented with spherical coordinate ( , ) 
Its vector expression is ( ) 
We adopt local displacements of coronary vessel skeletons as sample data to fit local displacement fields. Consequently, the correspondence of each point on global shape models at different time-points is obtained. As depicted in Eq. (14) , the global shape model is depicted as the spherical radius, , 
The local displacement between them is [14] , the motion field of a small enough volume on the non-rigid body can be decomposed into translation, rotation and deformation in three orthogonal directions. We use 2-order tensor to represent deformation and rotation reflecting the property of non-rigid motion. Therefore, the motion field of a volumetric element on the deformable body is described as 
where ( 
) is its correspondence at t+1; T=[∆x ∆y ∆z]
T is the translation vector; R is the rotation tensor; E is the deformation tensor (strain tensor). R is the product of rotation matrices around x-, y-and z-axis, 
where α, β and γ are rotation angles around x-, y-, z-axis, respectively. For simplification, small rotation angles are assumed. Then, according to the linear approximation sinα≈α and cosα≈1,
is obtained, where two or higher order terms are neglected. Hence, in order to determine all twelve coefficients, at least four point correspondences within the local volumetric element are required.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Experimental Results with Real Data
In this section, some experimental results with in vivo image data acquired in clinical cardiac intervention are given to demonstrate our method. The experimental image data were acquired with PHILIPS Integris CV single-plane cardiovascular cineangiography system during routine cardiac catheter examinations on two commonly used nearly orthogonal views in clinic, Lao46°Cran21° and Rao30°Caud24°. The patients were asked to hold their breath immediately before each contrast injection. Calibration parameters of the imaging device system including angiographic view angles and perpendicular distances between the X-ray focal spot and imaging plane, were recorded to characterize the imaging system. Roughly synchronous image pairs were selected with the aid of superimposed ECG (electrocardiogram) signals. The frame rate was 30 fps (frames per second) throughout the cardiac cycle. The image size is 512×512 pixels, where the pixel size is about 0.3 mm. The graylevels range in [0-256]. Original images were firstly preprocessed to enhance the contrast and reduce noises [16] . In Figure 4 , two pairs of left coronary angiograms acquired in different cardiac phases are shown. The reconstructed skeletons of main vessel branches from the two image pairs are shown in Figure 5 in a superposed manner. Two randomly selected views of the 3-D vessel skeletons are shown in Figure 6 , where corresponding points at the two time-points were connected with line segments representing displacement vectors. The ESQ surface fitted from the vessel skeletons at the first timepoint is shown in Figure 7 . Figure 8 shows 3-D views of the estimated global shape models at ten phases from the acquired angiographic image sequences. The trajectory of the centroid of the global shape model along ten successive phases is shown in Figure 9 , where the numbers near the trajectory are the indices of cardiac phases. Obviously, when the cardiac cycle ends (at the tenth phase), the centroid has a tendency to return to its starting position (at the third phase), corresponding well to the supposed periodic cardiac motion. We calculated volumes of the shape models at ten phases and normalized them through dividing them by the volume at end-diastole. Results are shown in Figure 10 , where the horizontal axis is time-point and vertical axis is normalized volume. Obviously, the result curve is similar to the typical curve of normal persons in [17] . 
B. Error Evaluation
Possible errors existing in each step of our method and the propagation of errors are shown in Figure 10 . We designed experiments to evaluate estimation errors of our method and related results are given in this section.
Suppose that 3-D coronary vessel skeleton points at the first and second time-point are, respectively,
Once the global rigid motion between the two time-points is compensated for X 2 , they are transformed into the LRS at the first time-point. Then, the global deformation is compensated to obtain
T . Also, X 1 is transformed into its LRS to obtain
T . Finally, differences between correspondences of X 1 ' and X 2 ' in three orthogonal directions are 
The Euclid distance between correspondent points is
where i=1, 2, …, N. The average error, root mean square error and standard deviation, are, respectively,
( )
and ( )
Neglecting computation errors existing in each step, differences depicted in Eq. (24) and (25) are mainly due to the local motion and deformation. However, during the actual estimation process, there exist inevitable errors in each step and input 3-D vessel skeletons. Therefore, these differences include two parts: local displacements and computation errors. It is impossible to completely separate them from each other. For total 3372 vessel skeleton points at two time-points shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , the maximal, minimal and average displacement are, respectively, 14.6227 mm, 0 and 5.0829 mm. With these vessel skeletons, we calculated the differences between correspondent skeleton points at two time-points after compensating global and local motion according to estimated parameters as described above and results are listed in Table 1 . IV. SUMMARY Inadequacy of myocardial perfusion is frequently caused by coronary arteriosclerosis leading to stenosis of the vascular lumen and regional underperfusion. Estimation of the myocardial regions at risk of ischemia or infarction provides an important descriptor of the functional status of the heart and has prognostic relevance. X-ray coronary angiography is a commonly used imaging modality in clinical diagnosis and interventional treatment of coronary artery diseases and has been taken as the golden-standard for decades. In this paper, we have presented a method to analyze and quantitatively estimate complex cardiac motion and deformation during cardiac cycles from X-ray coronary angiographic image sequences. Coronary vessels, covering the surface of the myocardium, are natural descriptors of myocardial surface. Therefore, a dynamic and shape model of the heart with the deformable surface model technique is built based on ESQ surface adopting 3-D coronary vessel skeletons reconstructed from coronary angiographic sequences as source data. Complex dynamic performances of the heart during cardiac cycles are decomposed from global to local, where all of main components of cardiac dynamics that have been demonstrated according to clinical observations are included. Parameters of each component including global translation, rotation, expansion, contraction, twisting and local motion and deformation are quantitatively estimated from coarse to fine. The global translation and rotation are estimated according to the local reference system centered on the heart. The global deformation, including expansion, contraction and twisting, are quantitatively assessed according to variations of the coefficients of the shape model over consecutive cardiac phases. The local displacement field of each point on the shape model surface is obtained by interpolating local displacements of coronary vessel skeletons. Dynamic components of every small volumetric element belonging to the model are estimated through decomposing the local displacement field based on the well-known Helmholtz non-rigid motion theory. Consequently, the comprehensive description of dynamic performances of the heart during cardiac cycles is obtained.
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